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Information discernment and the psychophysiological effects of misinformation
Abstract
Purpose: To determine to what extent a person’s psychophysiological well-being is affected by
misinformation and whether their level of information discernment has any positive or negative effect
on the outcome.
Design/methodology/approach: Participants (n=48) were randomly and blindly allocated to one of
two groups: (1) Control Group participants were told a person they were working with was a student.
(2) Experimental Group participants were additionally led to believe that this other participant had
extreme religious views. This was both stigmatising and misinforming as this other person was an
actor. Participants completed a pre-screening booklet and a series of tasks. Participants’
cardiovascular responses were measured during the procedure.
Findings: Participants with high levels of information discernment ie those who: are curious, use
multiple sources to verify information, are sceptical about search engine information, are cognisant of
the importance of authority and are aware that knowledge changes and is contradictory at times
exhibited an adaptive stress response i.e., healthy psychophysiological outcomes and responded with
positive emotions before and after a stressful task.
Originality: The first study to combine the hitherto unrelated theoretical areas of information
discernment (a sub-set of information literacy), affective states (PANAS) and stress (challenge and
threat cardiovascular measures).
Social implications: The findings indicate the potential harmful effects of misinformation and discuss
how information literacy or Metaliteracy interventions may address this issue.
Keywords: Information literacy, information discernment, information behaviour, psychology,
cognition, psychophysiology, PANAS, stigmatization, affective state, Metaliteracy
Classification: Research paper
Introduction
Information that is incorrect and circulated accidently or to deliberately mislead for whatever reason
has become a global problem brought into sharp relief by the pandemic (Spring, 2020a). One specific
example being the ‘Infodemic’ (Zaracostas, 2020). It has many names such as, misinformation,
disinformation, fake news, post-truth and alternative facts. For this article the term misinformation is
preferred as the umbrella label for this range of false information related concepts. Misinformation is
mentioned in common parlance as if it were an entirely new phenomenon, possibly because according
to Freelon and Wells (2020) ‘fake news’ as a term was first coined in 2016. However, the problem of
misinformation is a long and recurrent theme in history (Freedland, 2017; Piccolo et al., 2019). The
fictitious work ‘The Jewish peril: the protocols of the learned elders of Zion’ (Nilus, 1905) and its use
by the German Nazis to ‘prove’ a global conspiracy (Bytwerk, 2015) demonstrate that ‘fake news’ is
nothing new. What is new however is the shear amount of misinformation circulating and the velocity
at which it travels through the digital sphere (Vosoughi et al., 2018).
This article examines the misinformation phenomenon, discusses how ideas in information literacy
and newer, closely related areas such as Metaliteracy and information discernment are positioned to
address this issue. The literature review concludes that there is a knowledge gap in the understanding
of the underlying physiological processes relating to stress responses accompanying the
psychological, social, behavioural and information source processes in information discernment. By
exploring these phenomena it is argued that people exhibit either high or low levels of information
discernment and that these levels will have a bearing on their physiological response. By addressing
this knowledge gap a more comprehensive understanding of what is involved both psychologically
and physiologically in the process of making judgements about information may be achieved.
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To explore the relationship between levels of information discernment and physiological processes
more fully the following hypothesis is suggested:
H1:Those who score highly in the information discernment questionnaire (IDQ) report significant
differences in the ways that they respond to questions about confirmation bias, epistemic beliefs,
motivated reasoning and how they evaluate information to those with low levels of information
discernment.
H2: When participants encounter misinformation, those who report high levels of information
discernment will exhibit a challenge state (positive stress response) and positive emotional and
cardiovascular responses. Conversely, those who report low levels of information discernment
will experience a threat state (negative stress response) and a negative emotional and
cardiovascular responses.
Misinformation, disinformation and related phenomena
There is a rich literature on the topic of misinformation. This discussion draws upon the growing
number of meta-analyses, reports and papers which discuss the main issues in this field.
Before misinformation itself is considered, it is necessary to clearly articulate what is meant by
‘information’. The notion inspired by Bateson (1972 in Case and Given, 2016, p.56) is preferred
stating that information is ‘any difference which makes a difference to a conscious, human mind’ and
qualified with ‘a difference which makes a difference is an idea. It is a "bit," a unit of information’
(Bateson, 1972, p.276). Information then can be in any form, auditory, textual, visual or digital. This
characterises information in the broadest sense and is a useful foundational definition for this
research.
Defining or even naming the phenomenon that is false information is in-itself an issue and there are
many attempts at doing so (for example, Edwards et al., 2021; Freelon and Wells, 2020; Rubin,
2019). Lewandowsky and Yesilada (2021) offer a way forward. ‘Fake news’ and ‘alternative facts’
can be regarded as forms of misinformation, defined as ‘information that is either false or inaccurate’
(Lewandowsky and Yesilada, 2021, p.7). For the term disinformation, a slightly different definition of
is proffered, ‘when misinformation is spread intentionally, for example in pursuit of a political
agenda, we refer to it as disinformation’ (Lewandowsky and Yesilada, 2021, p.7). For the literature
review and discussion the term misinformation will be used as a generic term to describe any false
information. For the experiment described later, because participants were exposed to deliberately
constructed false information, the second more granular term disinformation and its definition applies.
Misinformation is becoming ever more pervasive and problematic and the subjects identified are wide
ranging for example, climate change, vaccination misinformation, GM crops, political misinformation
(Edwards et al., 2021). Misinformation is the focus of a large EU funded project Provenance
(Kennedy, 2018), with some regarding fake news as having ‘the potential to undermine democracy’
(Jane Suiter quoted in Morgan, 2018, n.p.). For political misinformation and its associated conspiracy
theories witness the unprecedented events on Capitol Hill fuelled by outgoing President Trump’s
insistence that the Presidential Election had been ‘stolen’ (Kahn et al., 2021). ‘Stop the steal’ has
become a powerful slogan for those who believe in this conspiracy theory (Spring, 2020b). Various
initiatives in the UK and EU have been set in train to address other aspects of misinformation. A
strategy has now been produced by the Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport which
recognises that ‘information literacy supports users’ critical thinking skills and understanding of the
journalistic process’ (DDCMS, 2021, p.7).
Meta-analyses of conspiracy theories (Douglas et al, 2019) and extremism misinformation
(Emmelkamp et al., 2020) foreground contextual (social), psychological, affective, epistemic and
behavioural states as important factors in extremism and conspiracy theory ideation. Peoples’
tendency to have a default position of trust when making judgements about information also has a
bearing on how misinformation is consumed. This was confirmed in work on the Measles Mumps and
Rubella (MMR) vaccination scandal (Lewandowsky et al., 2012). People trusted news articles linking
MMR to autism by default and consequently vaccine rates diminished and measles infections
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increased (Lewandowsky et al., 2012). This was further corroborated by Walton et al (2018) in their
work with 16-17 year-olds who found participants exhibit this default position stating that they tend to
trust their parents without question.
Inoculation theory has come to prominence as a possible solution which enables people to make wellcalibrated judgements about information (Cook et al., 2017). However, Hicks (2021) argues that this
inoculation metaphor characterises individuals as passive and vulnerable rather than being able to
actively resist or contest messages. This chimes with other researchers who voice concerns that
previous research into these specific forms of misinformation associated with conspiracy theory and
extremism ideation in particular have not investigated people’s ability to actively process information
in order to promote analytical thinking (Douglas et al, 2019) such as making credibility judgements
about websites (Keshavarz, 2020). Whitworth (2020a, p.25) regards information literacy as a potential
solution, being in-itself a political act, ‘enmeshed in formal and informal decision-making’. These are
promising observations for the role of information literacy. In support of this argument Lewandowsky
et al (2017, p.363) in their meta-analysis note that ‘general training in information literacy is required
so students learn which information to trust, particularly online. Recent efforts have yielded promising
results (e.g., Walton & Hepworth, 2011)’. Additionally, Mackey and Jacobson, 2011; Jacobson and
Mackey, 2013; Jacobson et al., 2018; Mackey, 2020) identify analytical thinking, affect and
behavioural factors in their Metaliteracy model (discussed below) which could provide a framework
for enabling students in higher education to combat harmful misinformation. This carves out a role for
information literacy in providing part of the solution to these societal issues. An equally interesting
framework is that of information discernment (a sub-theme within information literacy) which will
also be discussed. The next section outlines the development of these information literacy models,
theories and research.
Information literacy and the sub-set information discernment
Although a complete history of information literacy remains to be written. It is commonly recognised
that the concept of Information literacy, was first coined in 1974 by Paul Zirkowski (Whitworth,
2020b). Information literacy has developed in numerous ways to move beyond a set of normative
skills which enable finding, evaluating and using information, to a much more complex concept
involving higher order thinking within a social context. Information literacy has developed in a
number of directions from individualised practice-based models such as ACRL new framework
(2016), the SCONUL Seven Pillars Model (2013), ANZIIL (Bundy, 2004), to models which are
research based and have a socio-cultural focus such as Lloyd (2017)) and more complex educational
frameworks such as ANCIL (Secker and Coonan, 2013) to interdisciplinary frameworks such as
information discernment (Wong et al, 2021). Many research studies have noted the value of
information literacy training for example, Jacobson and Mackey (2013), Jacobson et al. (2018) and
Mackey (2020); Shenton and Pickard (2012; 2014a; 2014b); Walton and Hepworth (2011; 2013);
Walton et al. (2018).
Of particular interest is the notion of Metaliteracy (a practitioner model) promoted by Jacobson and
Mackey (2013), Jacobson et al. (2018) and Mackey (2020) which draws in part from notions of
critical information literacy proposed by Elmborg (2006). This model highlights four goals with 34
related sub-goals (Jacobson et al., 2018). The goals are expressed normatively, as behavioural (what
students should be able to do to successfully complete learning activities), cognitive (what students
should know in order to be successful learners and this has some resonance with Bloom et al’s (1956)
taxonomy in particular, comprehension, application and evaluation in order to become critical
thinkers), affective (changes in emotion during learning) and metacognitive (what learners think about
their own thinking characterised as a reflective process) (Jacobson et al., 2018). In using the technical
language of higher education teaching and learning this, as Lloyd (2016) and Marzal and MartinezCardama (2020) remark, places Metaliteracy firmly in the academic context. Metaliteracy is based on
the assumption that ‘traditional’ models of information literacy do not address the changing
information landscape brought about by the rise of social media. The claim, made several times by
Mackey and Jacobson, (2011), Jacobson and Mackey (2013), Jacobson et al. (2018) and Mackey
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(2020) is that Metaliteracy offers a reframing of information literacy, yet as Lloyd (2016:n.p.)
observes, “while [Jacobson and Mackey, 2016) are] reporting interesting approaches to supporting or
developing an information literacy curriculum with an online focus, [they are] not in reality saying
anything new (i.e., student empowerment, active learning and participation, developing students’
reflective competency are already part of the broader information literacy discourse)”. Mackey
maintains that there are revolutionary changes in the information environment. Although this is
contested by Fuchs (2017) who notes that although the medium has changed the processes of the
message have not. What is not in dispute is the emergence of collaborative technologies such as social
media has informed the evolution of Metaliteracy as a ‘unified construct which supports the
acquisition, production, and sharing of knowledge and collaboration in collaborative online
communities’ (Mackey, 2020, p.207). Where Metaliteracy is truly meta is in the need to evaluate the
motivation and form behind information ss that the reader begins to “identify whether or not an online
discussion [or indeed any information source] is part of a [recognised expert body] or less clearly
defined group of [non]-participants interested in a topic” Mackey and Jacobson (2011, p.74). It is
noteworthy that Mackey and Jackobson (2011, p.76) accept that “the abilities to […] access, evaluate,
incorporate and use information” remain common threads throughout the models and theories that
make up the literacies of information pantheon. However, Marzal and Martinez-Cardama (2020, p.11)
in their meta-analysis note that Metaliteracy academic research is “scarce but recent and growing”.
They observe that conceptual development of Metaliteracy is largely based upon case studies “without
a global approach to applied research”.
Lloyd’s information literacy theory (Lloyd, 2017) based on Schatzki (2000) and developed in Lloyd
and Williamson (2008) and Lloyd (2010; 2017) offers a different approach by re-imagining how we
view the multitude of literacies identified by Mackey and Jacobson (2014) into a new mid-range
theory coined as literacies of information. This theory locates information literacy as a socio-cultural
practice that is “enacted in a social setting. It is composed of a suite of activities and skills that
reference structured and embodied knowledges and ways of knowing relevant to the context” (Lloyd,
2017, p.94). Lloyd (2010, p.252) argues that information literacy should be seen as an information
practice (its sayings, doings and relatings) which exists and is enacted through the social setting and is
not “reified and decontextualised skills, cast adrift and remote from the discourse and practices that
drive human activity”. In other words, information literacy is a contextual way of understanding a
situation which involving mobilisation of information of any kind from the codified (for example text
or image) to the tacit (unwritten or even unspoken but nevertheless embodied and enacted).
It is argued here that whilst Metaliteracy sits at the psychological end of the information literacy
spectrum and literacies of information sits at the socio-cultural end, the information discernment
framework (IDF) attempts to bring these considerations together. The empirically grounded
Information Discernment Framework outlined below provides an equally nuanced model of the
salient factors when people encounter information which are akin to Metaliteracy but derives from
different traditions. The strength of the IDF is in its foundation in information behaviour research
outwith education (Hepworth, 2004), its testing in both HE (Walton and Hepworth, 2011, p.2013) and
school domains (Walton et al, 2018) and its application in successfully analysing preventing violent
extremism training programmes (Wong et al, 2021). It is remarkably similar to Metaliteracy although
it has developed in parallel. The IDF identifies the social dimension as important but, it is not a
practice framework, rather it foregrounds and explains the social, psychological and behavioural
states and information source factors involved when people encounter information.
The Information Discernment Framework (Figure 1) uses Hepworth’s information behaviour model
which emerged from research on informal carers as a foundation (Hepworth, 2004). This work draws
upon previous information behaviour research including (but not an exhaustive list) - Kuhlthau
(1991); Wilson (1999); Nicholas (2000); Spink et al. (2001). The Framework was initially
redeveloped as a means for analysing educational contexts, and verified via the analysis of first year
undergraduates’ approaches to making judgements about information for an assignment (Walton &
Hepworth, 2011; 2013).
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FIGURE 1: Information Discernment Framework (Walton 2017, p139 adapted from Walton and
Hepworth’s information literacy behaviour model, 2011, p470 itself based upon Hepworth, 2004,
p.705)
[HERE]
Walton (2017, p.139) argues that information discernment takes into account and highlights the
importance of the ‘range of norms, roles and tasks [that] contextualise and shape a person’s
interaction with information sources’. Additionally, the information discernment process is
‘associated with different psychological states which have an impact on information behaviour and
which are, in turn, moderated by the affordances (character and behaviour) of the information sources
that they used’ (Walton, 2017,p.139). Information sources can be of any kind, from databases or
images to people. When people encounter information sources, the interactions occur iteratively and
may enable the accomplishment of a task. Factors affecting the norms which shape the ways
information is received include the context (such as college or workplace) the persons role (such as
teacher or student) and the nature of the task (such as solving an intellectual or practical problem). As
a result of encountering information, new and/or a change in behaviour may occur. This, however,
will only occur when the individual has undergone a cognitive process which may involve
experiencing a new knowledge state after combining new with existing knowledge. This takes place
through a process of comprehension, analysis, application and synthesis. A metacognitive state could
also be reached where individuals reflect on the information encounter and the new knowledge they
have gained. These cognitive and metacognitive states are underpinned by the style state (including an
individual’s self-efficacy and motivation) and affective state (emotions) which also has a part to play
in the information encounter. For example, enjoying the activity (affective state) and liking its
interactive nature such as working in a team (a positive style state).
The focus of this paper is in the articulation of the ‘prior/new knowledge state’ (Walton, 2017; Walton
et al., 2018a) illustrated in Figure 2.
FIGURE 2: ‘Articulation’ of the knowledge state (Walton 2017, p150)
[HERE]
This part of the Information Discernment Framework identifies the importance of worldview in
underpinning prior knowledge and foregrounds the strong effect it has on shaping a person’s beliefs.
Kahan et al (2012) found that accomplished scientists’ views of climate change were shaped by their
political affiliations, not scientific prior knowledge. They found that Democrat scientists were more
likely to accept man made climate change whereas Republican scientists tended towards climate
change denial. This example of motivated reasoning indicates that even the most intellectually able
will tend to seek out and cherry-pick the information which fits their worldview. The third factor
identified as shaping worldview is that of ‘epistemic beliefs’. According to (Trevors et al., 2017),
people divide into two distinct types: those that are comfortable dealing with contradictory
information and exhibit curiosity, and those who are less comfortable in dealing with contradictory
information, believing knowledge to be constituted of unchanging facts. The fourth factor shaping
worldview is confirmation bias (for example, Campbell et al., 1960; Taber and Lodge, 2006; Kappes
et al., 2020) where, for example, people read news stories that confirm their beliefs rather than
contradict them.
Self-efficacy defined as ‘the conviction that one can successfully execute the behaviour required to
produce the outcomes’ (Bandura 1977, p193) constitutes another significant factor in relation to
information literacy (Kurbanoglu and Buket, 2006; Ross et al, 2016; Hatlevika et al., 2018). Given
that information discernment is a sub-set of information literacy it can be assumed that those who
display high levels of information discernment may also have high levels of self-efficacy. Selfefficacy is also relevant because of its relation to the ways in which we deal with stressful situations
(Floyd et al., 2000). Floyd et al, (2000) in their meta-study of Protective Motivation Theory (PMT)
which they define as “motivation toward protection results from a perceived threat and the desire to
avoid the potential negative outcome”. They note the statistically significant positive relation between
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self-efficacy and addressing perceived threats - indicating that, “changes in protective behaviours
corresponded with the psychosocial variables [such as self-efficacy] included in the (PMT) model.
Self-efficacy is also considered an antecedent of the challenge and threat stress state (Turner et al.,
2013) discussed below
This is beneficial in terms of cognition (Zimmerman, 2000). What we do not know is whether this
also encompasses the psychophysiological (the relationship between mental and physical processes),
especially the effects on emotions and stress. Despite the plethora of research on cognitive aspects of
information behaviour (see Case and Given, 2016), information literacy (Thompson and Lathey,
2013) and psychology (Zyoud et al., 2018) in relation to exposure to mass-digital media and digital
information, the psychophysiological impact of such interaction upon healthy individuals remains
poorly studied (Marin et al.., 2012). Psychological responses have been measured to determine
whether exposure to mass media related terrorist events influence the reporting of stress symptoms
(Schlenger et al., 2002; Schuster et al., 2001), yet the combined physiological and cognitive evidence
remains scarce. Presently, few studies have investigated the effects of viewing the news and the
physiological consequences to stress (for example Deal et al, 2017; Ragonesi and Antick, 2008).
None have investigated psycholophysiological aspects of stress in relation to level of information
literacy.
Challenge and threat
The BioPsychoSocial Model (BPSM) of Challenge and Threat may aid understanding the
physiological antecedents that could underpin psychological states associated with information
literacy. The BPSM has some resonance with Wilson’s notion of ‘stress/coping’ (Wilson, 1999),
uncertainty (as identified by Kuhlthau, 1991), the affective state (as highlighted by Hepworth, 2004
and Walton and Hepworth, 2011) and how they underlie the information seeking process (Wilson,
1999). The BPSM theorises that individuals respond to stressful situations with either an adaptive
(challenge) or maladaptive (threat) response, dependent upon an individual’s often unconscious
evaluation of the situation (Blascovich and Mendes, 2000). For example, a challenge state will occur
if an individual evaluates their resources (i.e., self-efficacy, perceptions of control, and goal
orientation) to be sufficient to meet the perceived demands of the situation. Whereas a threat state will
ensue if these resources are not sufficient to meet the perceived demands. These evaluations can lead
to both mental and physical health implications including poor mental health and cardiovascular
disease (Dienstbier, 1989; Seery, 2011).
There are several key challenge and threat physiological states which denote healthy and unhealthy
responses respectively. An increase in sympathetic-adreno-medullary (SAM) activation during a
challenge state results in a greater release of adrenaline and noradrenaline, causing an increase in
heart rate (HR) and cardiac output (CO), and a decreased total peripheral resistance (TPR) (Seery,
2011). CO is the amount of blood pumped from the heart per minute, whereas TPR is a measure of the
constriction/dilation of the blood vessels (Jamieson et al., 2012). Therefore, in a challenge state, the
stress response reflects efficient physiological reactivity (Blascovich et al., 2011), with more blood
being pumped from the heart and travelling through wider blood vessels, leading to an enhanced
delivery of glucose and oxygen to the brain, muscles, and vital organs. In contrast, in a threat state
SAM activity is supplemented by pituitary-adreno cortical (PAC) activity, releasing cortisol into the
bloodstream (Blascovich et al., 2004). Cortisol inhibits the effects of adrenaline and noradrenaline
thus dampening the beneficial cardiovascular responses observed within a challenge state (Meijen et
al., 2020). So an increase in HR is evinced alongside decreased or stable CO, and increased TPR.
Therefore, a threat state is characterised by a less efficient and unhealthy cardiovascular response;
cortisol can cause long-term issues for somatic and mental well-being (Gaab, et al., 2005).
Psychologically, a challenge state is associated with more positive emotions and lower levels of
anxiety, whereas a threat state dissimilarly produces more negative emotions and increased levels of
anxiety (Turner et al., 2012).
High self-efficacy, arguably apparent for an individual who possesses high levels of information
discernment because it is a sub-set of information literacy, is an essential cognitive antecedent of a
challenge state (Jones et al., 2009). That is, for an adaptive challenge response to stress to occur, an
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individual should believe in their ability to execute behaviours to perform well. Therefore, should a
highly discerning individual encounter misinformation, it is highly likely that they will respond to that
misinformation with an adaptive challenge state and a healthier stress response, as they possess a
high-level of belief and perceived control concerning their ability to appropriately discern that
information.
The positive cognitive effects of IL are well-known as shown above, yet the psychophysiological
outcomes have not been researched hitherto. Therefore, with the current climate of fake-news and the
Infodemic, it is essential to understand how misinformation (of whatever kind) is affecting
individual’s psychophysiological health and whether information discernment level has any influence
on an individual’s response to to misinformation within a healthy and adaptive challenge state.
In summary, the purpose of this study is to determine to what extent a person’s psychophysiological
well-being is affected by misinformation and whether their level of information discernment has any
positive or negative effect. It is argued that those who demonstrate high levels of information
discernment will have a more positive emotional and adaptive stress reaction to misinformation than
those with low levels of information discernment. To our knowledge this is the first study of this kind.
Methodology
Participants
Forty-eight 18-24 year old males (M = 19.73 years, SD = 2.04 years) took part. This age group was
chosen because, people aged 18-24 were the most likely users of the Internet at the time of the
experiment and remain so (ONS, 2021, Table 2B). Males were selected in order to control for the
variability in the ways that males and females engage with ICT (Ford, 2004; Siddiq and Scherer,
2019). Recent research also indicates that males are more likely to seek out misinformation than
females (OfCom, 2021). Additionally, the experiment was designed to assess Cardio-Vascular (CV)
responses continuously, while participants were also reading the articles. There is evidence of sex
differences between hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis responses to stress (Kudielka and
Kirschbaum, 2005) and physiological responses (Krantz et al., 2004). Furthermore, arousal and
attentional responses can differ (Bangasser et al., 2019).
Design
A between-group experimental design was implemented to assess how different levels of information
discernment influenced the stress response of individuals performing a motivated performance task
following misinformed stigmatisation (experimental group) or non-stigmatisation (control group).
That is, participants were randomly and blindly assigned to either a high-stigma (n = 24) or lowstigma (n = 24) group during the delivery of task instructions to ensure equal probability of inclusion
and minimise bias (Bryman, 2016).
This device of misinformed stigmatization has been used previously in a number of challenge and
threat experiments (e.g., Behnke and Kaczmarek, 2018; Turner et al., 2012; Blascovich et al., 2000).
Stigma has been used to provoke threat in motivated performance situations by influencing demand
and resource evaluations directly (Blascovich et al., 2000). Thus, this design enabled the investigation
into whether misinformed stigmatization prompts threat responses for individuals who cannot
appropriately discern dis-information.
The nature of the misinformed stigmatisation employed here was religious extremism. At the time of
devising the experiment, the threat of religious extremism was highly topical and frequently in the
news (Global Extremism Monitor, 2017) and so was chosen as a useful basis for the presentation of
dis-information. In this experiment participants were led to believe that they were working with a
fellow student to win a prize. In fact this ‘fellow student’ was a ‘confederate’, a student actor working
for the research team.
For the control group (non-stigmatized) participants were simply told they were working with a
fellow student.
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For the experimental group (misinformed stigmatization) participants were informed by the Research
Associate conducting the experiment that the fellow student was a religious extremist. This idea or
unit of information (Bateson, 1972) was the actual misinformation, or more correctly, disinformation
(Lewandowsky and Yesilada, 2021) to which participants were exposed.
To further prime stigma, all participants were provided with online texts to read on the subject of
religious extremism.
Stress Manipulation and Task
Participants were asked to complete a competitive word search task to provide them with a
motivationally relevant situation, required to assess challenge and threat states (Behnke and
Kaczmarek, 2018).
Therefore, it was felt that the choice of online texts pertaining to religious extremism plus the
deception and impossible to finish task would create enough mild stress to generate meaningful data
to measure challenge and threat responses. As a precaution we used the Religiosity Scale (Huber and
Huber, 2012) to screen for potential high, or extreme, religious views in the actual participants to
avoid contamination of results.
Measures
Information discernment level
The information discernment questionnaire (IDQ) asked participants about how they consumed news,
their thoughts about knowledge and how they made judgements about information. The questionnaire
was based on previous research questionnaires validated by Walton and Hepworth (2011 and 2013);
Johnston and Walton (2014); Cleland and Walton (2012) and inspired by studies from Campbell et
al., (1960) and Trevors et al. (2017).
Likert scales were used because they are easy to develop and participants enjoy filling in these scales,
the advantage being that if participants like what they are doing they are more likely to give
considered rather than perfunctory answers (Robson and McCartan, 2016). The disadvantages of these
scales are that they are indirect indicators rather than direct measures of any issues (Bryman, 2016). It
is also recognised that those with low levels of information literacy (especially males) tend to overreport their capabilities (Gross and Latham, 2012). To determine a high and low-level of discernment,
the interquartile range was calculated from the data collected via the information discernment
questionnaire. For the purposes of this study, a value of 48.5 was found to be the median score,
therefore any values lower than this were considered as low discernment, and any values higher were
considered high discernment.
Challenge and threat Cardio-Vascular (CV) indices and psychometrics
A Finometer Pro (Finapres Medical Systems, Enschede, The Netherlands) was used to collect
standard measures for CV data (including Cardiac Output (CO), and Total Peripheral Resistance
(TPR) measures from participants to calculate challenge and threat indices (CTI) (Turner et al, 2013).
For a detailed breakdown for these measures please see Appendix 1.
In addition, these complementary data were gathered:
Challenge and Threat psychometric data (Turner et al, 2013) to provide an assessment of challenge
and threat self-reported appraisals and their motivation to complete the task;
The Positive Affect Negative Affect Survey (PANAS - Watson et al., 1988) was used to assess
affective responses of participants before completing the task.
Self-efficacy using a scale created by Johnston and Walton (2014) adapted from Bandura (2006)
because it has an association with both information literacy (Kumar and Edwards, 2013), challenge/
threat state (Blascovich and Mendes, 2000) and protection motivation (Floyd et al, 2000). All employ
Likert scales (The experimental protocol is summarized in Figure 3, see Appendix 1 for more detail).
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The experiment employed a number of deceptions and because of this full ethical clearance for this
study was obtained via the PI’s institution. Participants were fully debriefed immediately after the
experimental protocol was completed. It was at this debrief that participants learnt of the deception.
FIGURE 3: Experimental protocol
[HERE]
Results
Information Discernment Questionnaire (IDQ)
High-level information discerners scores ranged between 49-58 and low-level information discerners
between 40 and 48 (median=48.5). Scores were confirmed as statistically significantly different
between high and low-level information discerners: t-value is 8.43314; p-value is < .00001. The result
is significant at p < .05. Overall this implies that there are significant psychological differences in the
ways in which people experience information. Those in the high-level range report: less susceptibility
to conformation bias, a greater level of curiosity, being less likely to cherry-pick evidence and use a
greater range of criteria to evaluate information.
Drilling down into the data in more detail revealed nuanced results not revealed in the overall scores.
Although the assumptions of normality were violated, homogeneity of variance was met, therefore a
one-way MANOVA was conducted for the first sub-section as the MANOVA is fairly robust to
deviations from normality. The test indicated that there was not a significant difference between the
way in which participants answered questions 1-2 based upon their ID level, (Wilks’ Ʌ = .891, F (2,
45) = 5.053, p = .074 η2p = .109, observed power = .516). A second one-way MANOVA was
conducted for the second sub-section. Again, assumptions of normality were violated, but
homogeneity of variance was met. This indicated that there was an underlying weak difference in
confirmation bias between high and low level information discerners.
The test indicated that there was a significant difference between the way in which participants
answered questions 3-8 based upon their ID level, (Wilks’ Ʌ = .606, F (6, 41) = 4.451, p < .01 η2p =
.394, observed power = .968). Examination of the univariate effects showed significant interaction
effects for question 3 (F (1, 46) = 8.189, p < .01, η2p = .151, observed power = .800), 6 (F (1, 46) =
5.163, p = .028, η2p = .101, observed power = .604), and 8 (F (1, 46) = 4.182, p = .047, η2p = .083,
observed power = .517). This confirms that high-level information discerners differ significantly in
their epistemic beliefs in that they report a more flexible, curious and open-minded outlook on
knowledge.
A further MANOVA was conducted for the final subsection of the IDQ. The assumptions of
normality and homogeneity of variance and covariance were met. The MANOVA indicated a
statistically significant difference in the way in which participants answered questions 9, 10, 11, 12
and 14, (Wilks’ Ʌ = .575, F (6, 41) = 5.053, p < .01 η2p = .425, observed power = .98). Examination
of the univariate effects showed signiﬁcant interaction effects for question 9 (F (1, 46) = 5.706, p =
.02, η2p = .110, observed power = .65), question 10 (F (1, 46) = 8.543, p < .01, η2p = .157, observed
power = .81), question 11 (F (1, 46) = 6.022, p = .02, η2p = .116, observed power = .67), question 12
(F (1, 46) = 5.731, p = .02, η2p = .111, observed power = .65), and question 14 (F (1, 46) = 13.828, p
< .01, η2p = .231, observed power = .95). This further substantiates the assertion that high-level
information discerners report significantly more scepticism in their evaluation of information and look
for a range of signals to discern quality and that they tend not to cherry pick evidence. (ie less prone to
motivated reasoning).
The results, in short, confirm that high-level information discerners are: more curious, tend to use
multiple sources to verify information, are more likely to be sceptical about information on search
engines such as Google, do not regard the first results page as the most trustworthy information and
are cognisant of the importance of authority. Conversely, low information discerners are significantly
less likely to be aware of these issues.
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Differences between challenge and threat responses, emotions, and self-efficacy for ID levels and
group
Initially, a paired samples t-test was conducted with the averaged final minute of baseline HR and the
averaged 2-minute post-task thinking time HR. There was a significant increase in HR, t (47) = -1.98,
p = .05, from the last minute of baseline (M = 72.46 bpm, SD = 10.35) to the 2-minutes of thinking
time (M = 73.95 bpm, SD = 10.04). A significant increase in HR indicates task engagement (Seery,
2011). In addition, participants also indicated high levels of task effort (M = 5.25, SD = 0.81) t (47) =
44.79, p < .001, and motivation (M = 4.96, SD = 0.73) t (47) = 47.18, p < .001, prior to the task. In
sum high-level information discerners tend to show more motivation in task completion.
The two-way MANCOVA indicated that there was a significant difference between level of ID and
group (Wilks’ Ʌ = .473, F (10, 32) = 3.568, p = .038 η2p = .527, observed power = .971).
Examination of the univariate effects showed significant interaction effects for post positive emotions
(F (1, 41) = 1.546, p < .05, η2p = .100, observed power = .551), and post demand and resource
appraisals (F (1, 41) = 17.918, p = .005 , η2p = .175, observed power = .821). In sum, stigmatised
individuals (those exposed to disinformation) with higher levels of information discernment
significantly appraised the situation with more of a challenge response and with higher levels of
positive emotions than individuals with lower levels of information discernment.
TABLE I - Means and S.D. of key variables for stigmatized group
[HERE]
Although not significant, there were some key mean differences observed within the data (see Table
I). When stigmatised, higher discerning individuals possessed higher levels of self-efficacy
(Mdifference = 6.18), CO reactivity (Mdifference = 0.36), and Challenge and Threat Index - CTI
(Mdifference = 1.16), and a lower TPR reactivity (Mdifference = -19.22). Higher CO reactivity and
CTI accompanied by lower TPR reactivity scores indicate more adaptive challenged responses.
Therefore, on average, higher discerning individuals felt more self-efficacious and more challenged
than individuals with low information discernment when provided with misinformation.
The data from the IDQ indicates that there are statistically significant differentiating psychological
and emotional characteristics and patterns associated with high and low information discernment.
There are indications of differences in physiological characteristics but these are not statistically
significant. These results partially confirm the expectations of the hypothesis and the psychological
aspects, in particular, reflect earlier work by Walton and Hepworth (2013).
Discussion
The results from the IDQ questionnaire appear to indicate that hypothesis H1 is demonstrated. There
are apparent differences in the way that participants report the ways in which they make judgements
about information. Those with a high-levels of ID are more likely to report having an additional
cluster of psychological states including a more sceptical approach to evaluating information which
agrees Walton et al. (2018), are open to considering alternative views which supports epistemic
beliefs work by Trevors et al. (2017) and will not indulge in selective cherry picking of evidence to
support a view, aligning with Kahan et al. (2012). The view put forward by Lewandowsky et al.
(2012) and supported by Walton et al (2018) that people have a default position of trust is not
necessarily upheld. It therefore begs the question whether inoculation theory should adopt a more
nuanced approach and not assume that people tend to be initially passive and trusting in their
information encounters.
Hypothesis (H2) appears to be partially upheld implying a relationship between psychological and
physiological reactions to misinformation in a mildly stressful situation. Does this perhaps add a new
dimension to Lloyd’s concept of embodied knowledge in that people appear to have a measurable
physiological as well a cognitive reaction to information? What is concerning here is that, some
participants (those with a low-level of information discernment) appear to be vulnerable to
misinformation in both their psychological and physiological response. Given that those with low
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level of information literacy can be moved to higher levels (Walton, 2017) it demonstrates the need
for training of some sort whether it be inoculation (Cook et al, 2017; Lewandowsky and Yesilada,
2021), Metaliteracy (Mackey, 2020), information literacy (Secker and Coonan, 2013) or a
combination.
High-level information discerners appear to be significantly more likely to report that they look for
more than one source of information. This further corroborates the curiosity issue and more general
views regarding what makes a person information literate (Shenton and Pickard, 2014b; Mackey and
Jacobson, 2011; Jacobson and Mackey, 2013; Jacobson et al, 2018; Mackey, 2020). This indicates
that low information discerners have a narrower idea of how to go about evaluating information and
the need to consult multiple sources – a potential weakness in critical thinking that may lead to
conspiracy theory ideation (Douglas et al, 2019). The reported willingness of low discerners to trust
the first page of results is in line with many previous reports which have revealed the poor search
abilities of young people (for example Pickard et. al., 2014).
Most respondents indicated an awareness that what is on search engines such as Google is not always
true. However, there is a nuanced and highly statistically significant pattern, high-level information
discerners are far more likely to strongly disagree with the statement than low discerners. This lack of
critical awareness to make credibility judgements (Keshavarz, 2020) could make low-level
information discerners vulnerable to misinformation of any material whether it be health related,
extremist or conspiracy forming information as noted by Douglas et al. (2019). In a linked statement
regarding the authority of sources participants there was a marked difference in their responses. The
notion of authority is as a key criterion in making well-calibrated judgements about information (for
example ACRL, 2016). Again statistically significant differences between high and low discerner
responses reveals stark difference in how the engage with information. High-level information
discerners are more likely to indicate certainty in their responses than low information discerners.
This perhaps underlines the observation that high-level information discerners are significantly more
likely to report that they will consider a range of criteria when making judgements about information
indicating greater curiosity (Trevors et al, 2017). The fact that authority is a neglected feature for
many information discerners confirms the ACRL (2016) position that the notion of authority is an
important factor in information literacy training.
Those participants with high levels of information discernment were more likely to exhibit a more
challenge-like state, cultivating in more adaptive and healthier cardiovascular, cognitive, and
emotional responses (Dienstbier, 1989; Seery, 2011). Conversely, those with low levels of
information discernment will experience a threat-like state with a more negative and unhealthier
cardiovascular, cognitive, and emotional responses (Dienstbier, 1989; Seery, 2011). This reflects
earlier work which showed that those with a higher level of information discernment are more likely
to exhibit a positive affective state (Walton and Hepworth, 2011). It also articulates the notion of
stress/coping noted in Wilson’s model (1999) and Kuhlthau’s (1919) notion of uncertainty, indicating
that these states do play a significant part in information behaviour in that higher levels of uncertainty
mean a threat state is more likely which could prove detrimental to a persons health (Dienstbier, 1989;
Seery, 2011). Furthermore, this supports (Mackey and Jacobson, 2013) observation that emotion plays
an important role in becoming Metaliterate.
It is interesting to note that, there are minimal differences in participants stated thinking around
confirmation bias (Kappes et al., 2020). This perhaps indicates that though individuals can be highly
nuanced in their information discernment of non-news sources of information they will still be drawn
to news media that reflect rather than contradict their worldview. This also plays into the notion of
motivated reasoning (Kahan et al., 2012) in that, even though individuals may report being very good
at making judgements about information they may still be susceptible to cherry-picking the good
quality information to confirm a view rather than consider all sides of an argument. Although, highlevel information discerners views on knowledge may be more flexible (as exhibited through their
epistemic beliefs as noted by Trevors et al., 2017) and, as a result, their responses on how they
analyse information may mitigate this weakness. This perhaps indicates a more subtle issue that
information literacy training such as those proposed by for example, Jacobson et al. (2018) and
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Mackey (2020) should pay greater attention to discussing with participants the perils of only selecting
information which supports rather than alternative perspectives of an argument (Kahan et al., 2012).
Implications
Stress, as a component of information literacy has not been discussed hitherto. The results indicate
that there are potentially physiological as well as psychological consequences to having a low-level of
information discernment manifest as a negative reaction to stress. It appears that this category of
individual will not only tend to make sub-optimal judgements (especially when exposed to
misinformation) but will feel a heightened sense of anxiety in an unhealthy stress response. From a
practitioner perspective, information literacy training has the potential not only to enable people to
make better judgements about information and misinformation but also to alleviate negative stress
responses and also promote a positive emotional reaction.
However, although the results indicate that some students who attend information literacy sessions
may not already exhibit high-levels of information discernment others may well do. This means a
class cannot be treated as one homogenous group. It may be useful to use the IDQ as a diagnostic test
to determine where students are on the ID scale. This may help to design more targeted learning and
teaching interventions. Context is an important factor and any teaching should match the context in
which students are found (Loyd, 2010; 2017). This may be very useful in the context of collaborative
working noted by (Mackey, 2020) to distribute those who are high-level information discerners
amongst a class in order to harness their skills more productively. Additionally, there appears to be a
real danger that very able students may cherry-pick evidence with their newly found information
literacy skills. This tendency in some needs to be discussed perhaps via the metacognitive reflection
exercises promoted by Mackey and Jacobson (2011), Jacobson and Mackey (2013; Jacobson et al.,
(2018) and Mackey (2019).
From a societal perspective, it is apparent that potentially at least 50% of the male population may
lack the critical thinking skills to carry out a well-calibrated assessment of misinformation – this
clearly supports the view of Douglas et al (2019) that more work on the role of critical thinking in
preventing conspiracy theory and extremist ideation is needed and may diminish the velocity at which
misinformation travels the digital sphere noted by (Vosoughi et al., 2018). Again the role of context is
vital here (Lloyd, 2010; 2017). Given the critical thinking aspects of Metaliteracy, perhaps
introducing Metaliteracy learning and teaching methods into compulsory education as early as
possible is necessary so that this approach is not privileged for those in higher education only.
Additionally, because of the formal and informal decision making nature of information literacy
(Whitworth (2020a) and if we are to take the DDCMS (2021) seriously and make public libraries
central in the fight against online misinformation; it is argued that Metaliteracy, information literacy
and/or inoculation theory methods could form the central plank of a training programme for public
librarians and, in turn, their customers - the general public.
Limitations
A small sample size of 48 participants provided limited power for analysis, particularly as this sample
was divided into control and experimental groups (n=24) and high and low ID groups (n=24). This is
perhaps why statistical significance was not achieved within many of the tests. Furthermore,
misinformation was provided within the context of task instructions and the articles read by
participants were taken from news websites. However, social media, such as Twitter, has now become
the key place for young adults to access news sources (Veinberg, 2015). Therefore, information
sourced from and presented via social media sites (e.g., a Twitter or Facebook feed), may provide a
more ecologically valid approach to this specific methodology. Finally, challenge and threat responses
provide us with an insight into how individuals are feeling at that specific time and situation. As such,
it is difficult to make assumptions, based upon the current data collected, that high-level discerners
will always respond in a more adaptive way than low discerners when faced with misinformation and
that higher ID levels will promote long-term health benefits. Repeated measures and/or further
assessment methods (e.g., cortisol testing) of stress responses may provide evidence to further
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emphasize the physical and psychological health implications of misinformation and provide insight
into the long-term benefits of possessing high levels of ID.
Conclusions
In summary high-level information discerners report a tendency to be: more curious about
information; cognisant of authority, ie inspect the credentials of the author; interrogate a piece of
information methodically, attend to all aspects presented to them; tend to use multiple sources to
verify information, more likely to be sceptical about information on search engines such as Google;
do not regard the first results page as the most trustworthy information; regard knowledge as not fixed
but changing and recognise that knowledge can be contradictory at times. Additionally, higher
discerning individuals appear to respond to stigmatised dis-information in an adaptive (challenged)
way and with a positive emotional reaction. This may mean that when a person is looking for
information in a stressful situation (e.g., health information) those who have high levels of
information discernment may be more likely to make well-calibrated judgements about the
information they find which, in turn may help them to make more appropriate decisions about the
information they use. Conversely, those with low information discernment may be more likely to
make sub-optimal decisions about the quality of the information they encounter because they lack the
tools to interrogate its validity are likely to be less emotionally positive and feel their stress in a
maladaptive (threatened) way.
The potential link between high levels of information discernment, emotion and challenge stress
response when encountering stigmatised misinformation indicates that there are clear benefits in
having a population of high-level information discerning individuals. This theoretical link between the
physiological and psychological is worthy of more research with a larger cohort to determine whether
this can be generalised more widely. This upholds the significance that stress/coping (an element of
Wilson’s information behaviour model, 1991) and affective factors (Kuhlthau, 1991; Hepworth, 2004;
Walton and Hepworth, 2011; 2013) play in the information behaviour process. This indicates a critical
need to employ effective information literacy (Secker and Coonan, 2013) or Metaliteracy teaching
and learning methods (Mackey and Jacobson, 2019), to raise information discernment levels from low
to high to combat the effects of misinformation. The results discussed here indicate that those with
low levels of information literacy (information discernment in particular) may be far more susceptible
to misinformation, not just cognitively but also emotionally and physiologically. This has profound
implications for society by providing a further indication of the dangerous effects of misinformation
such as that propagated in conspiracy theories, extremist material and the so called Infodemic.
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